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The SAM process builds principal intentionality, supporting principal time focused on
instructional work, goals and reflective practice.
Time Change Coaches work with principals and SAM teams to build capacity, increase
time spent on instruction, and use TimeTrack data for deeper reflective practice.

SAM Process: Cornerstone Beliefs
NSIP believes:
a principal’s most effective strategy for school improvement is use of his/her time. The
principal makes instructional leadership a top priority and, eventually, spends 50% or more of
the day on activities that directly impact teaching and learning;
the SAM teams are the “experts” on their schools as they know their context best and are
ultimately responsible for their own results. The role of the coach is to provide support and
encouragement, and to ask questions to stretch the thinking of the team and keep the focus on
the team’s goals. The coach contacts his/her coaching mentor, or the NSIP office, if a team
falls out of compliance with the SAM non-negotiables.
the SAM team must schedule “at or above goal” before each school day begins;
the SAM team must meet each day to discuss the prior day’s work, reconcile the TimeTrack
and schedule follow-up activities;
the SAM team must regularly consider and reflect on the impact of the principal’s instructional
leadership work using TimeTrack data and charts;
principals can be more effective by using their TimeTrack data to inform decision making and
determine next steps with a teacher or group;
the frequency of interaction with a teacher or group is critical to improved practice.
A positive approach, building on a person’s strength, is the best way to build human capacity.
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SAM Process non-negotiables
The principal/school leader has a functioning TimeTrack and is in the green, at goal or above, before
each workday begins.
The SAM team has a daily meeting virtually every day to reconcile TimeTrack, schedule at goal or
above for at least the next workday, communicate about the work of First Responders and engage in
reflective practice including the use of TimeTrack charts and graphs. Every effort is made to conduct
the daily meeting remotely when the principal/leader is at work, but off-site.
The SAM team has developed a list of trained First Responders that is in current use.
The SAM team participates in coaching and facilitates scheduling of monthly in person visits.

What happens before Time Change Coaching begins?
READINESS
Principals/leaders who are interested in the SAMs process attend or view online a SAM process
readiness session to learn about TimeTrack and the commitment involved in engaging in this work.
Those who choose to move forward accept that this is a one year commitment and proceed to
Time/Task Analysis data collection.
DATA COLLECTION
An NSIP Time/Task Analysis data collector conducts a confidential time-use data collection process at
the school or work site. This raw data is submitted directly to NSIP and a data report is created and
given to each principal/leader at training.
TRAINING AND IMPLEMENTATION
NSIP Executive Director Mark Shellinger conducts a one-day training session. SAM teams access
their TimeTracks, set them up, establish goals and areas of focus based upon their data reports, and
schedule their next workday in the green at or above the goals they’ve set.
Mark is assisted by implementation specialists; these “personal TimeTrack trainers” work with several
SAM teams for the next five to ten days. They review TimeTrack and facilitate the daily meeting; they
assist in the development of the First Responders list; they support the team as they deepen TimeTrack
skills; they offer to train a “back up” SAM, they offer a communications protocol for those who
answer the phones/meet the school community, and they ask how the team will “roll out” the SAMs
work and First Responder list to the faculty/staff/school community. They also have an evaluative
discussion with the team about where it fits on the SAM Team Performance Rubric.
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ADVANCEMENT TO COACHING
A SAM team must be completely successful in every area of Level Two on the SAM Team
Performance Rubric and working on Level Three to be advanced to coaching and assigned a coach.
Assignments are made by the Executive Director.
As coach, you make sure your team is functioning at Level Two and begin work on Level Three.
Your job is to build the capacity of the principal/leader and the SAM/SAM team as defined by the
performance rubric.

What do Time Change Coaches do?
Coaches work with their assigned SAM teams in person during monthly site visits. Coaches are
responsible for their own scheduling with their teams; a minimum of eight visits per site during each
full school year.
Coaches look at each TimeTrack weekly, sending a coaching email to the SAM team on non-visit
weeks. The email may include authentic praise, questions, encouragement and/or information
Coaches maintain their own TimeTracks, entering all coaching work on the appropriate dates and
associating the appropriate SAM team names to these entries.

What is the mission of the Time Change Coach?
Coaches VERIFY the fidelity of SAMs work and the non-negotiables.
Coaches FACILITATE reflective practice, use of graph data and emphasis of quality time spent on
instructional work.
Coaches PROVIDE support, assistance, information and updates; this may include training/helping to
train a new SAM or “back-up” SAM identified during your coaching assignment. Coaches show teams
how to use new TimeTrack features as they are developed and released; they read the weekly
Samtastic Weekly Tip and highlight those tips that may be particularly useful to a specific team.
Coaches engage with their SAM teams as they conduct a self-assessment using the performance
rubric. This is completed at the end of each school year by the coach and SAM team. It may be done
more frequently.
Coaches update the NSIP office when there are SAM team changes during the year.
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Mentor Cohorts
NSIP is creating a mentor structure to support SAM coaches. All new coaches are assigned to an
experienced coaching mentor who looks at the TCC’s own TimeTrack weekly to assess engagement
with assigned SAM teams. The mentor periodically reviews the TimeTracks for each SAM team
assigned to a TCC. Many current SAM coaches have also been assigned a mentor. Those who have
not yet been assigned should report issues with their SAM teams to the NSIP office.
The mentor coach communicates weekly with the cohort group and will also communicate directly
with individual coaches from time to time. Coaches are encouraged to communicate with their mentors
to get support/information about SAMs work. If a SAM team is struggling, contact your mentor.

Conducting the monthly in-person visit
You will develop a professional, confidential relationship with all SAM team members as you help
your teams advance on the performance rubric.
TIME: Schedule 90 minutes for your first visit; after that visits should be 60-90 minutes. Schedule
your time to coincide with the team’s daily meeting for that day.
PREP: Review your notes, team goals, TimeTrack and Dashboard, charts and graphs. Prepare your
questions and be ready to offer authentic praise for progress. When necessary, be prepared to be clear
about SAM non-negotiables.
If the team is not in the GREEN or scheduling using TimeTrack, work with the SAM and principal to
capture what happened yesterday, enter the events in TimeTrack, conduct a SAM Daily Meeting about
yesterday’s events and enter events for the current day so the team is in the Green. This is more
effective than spending an hour discussing why the events were not entered—be proactive and make
the problem seem easy to fix.

Monthly coaching visit structure
Allow time to talk with the SAM/SAMs about their progress/challenges. Are there questions? What
questions do you have after doing your TimeTrack prep? (Are people associated with events, where
appropriate? Is the SAM aware of First Responder work?) Is the SAM prepared for the SAM Daily
Meeting?
Observe the SAM Daily Meeting. Is the daily meeting scheduled each day? Is there reconciling and
forward scheduling at or above goal? Is there evidence of follow-up scheduling and scheduling of
target descriptors? Is First Responder work mentioned? What reflective work takes place? Is the
Dashboard used in the SAM Daily Meeting?
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De-brief with the team after the daily meeting. Provide authentic praise and positive feedback. Ask
reflective practice questions and those you prepared while prepping for the visit. How often are they in
the green? How well are First Responders working? Ask them about their next steps in SAMs work;
what are their priorities moving forward? Share any updates and/or information you prepared.
Allow for time to talk with the principal further about TimeTrack data, progress and/or challenges.
Schedule your next visit before you leave whenever possible. Send an email to the team(s) you’ve
visited encouraging their good work and confirming your next coaching visit. Update your own
TimeTrack and make your notes of this visit.
Issues regarding absent SAMs, principals and the topic of re-scheduling are discussed in training.

Sending weekly emails to your SAM teams
Look at each TimeTrack before composing your weekly email. Are there positives to praise? What
questions do you have? Is there information to share? (Ex: It’s time to sign up for the Conference!)
Our primary concern is to assist our teams in scheduling TimeTrack at or above goal in advance, using
a well developed First Responder structure, and meeting daily to schedule, reconcile and connect
instructional work. As our teams build capacity, the principals/leaders increase their focused time on
instructional work and they experience a more balanced life. Our emails encourage, support, question
and challenge our teams as they engage in their SAMs work.

How does a Coach look at a TimeTrack?
The first time you look at a team’s TimeTrack, go to the orange TimeTrack logo, upper left, click,
select INFO and then Profile Sheet. At the bottom of the profile sheet you will find the Time/Task
Analysis, shadowing, history. The earliest collection is considered the leader’s baseline.
Go back to the orange TimeTrack logo, upper left, and select Settings, Monthly Goal Set-up. Here you
will see the monthly goals your team has set for this school year. This number is the choice of the
TimeTrack owner, although it can be changed at any time. Later in the coaching process you may
want to ask about the goal. If the principal/leader is consistently far beyond the goal, does that person
want to revise it upward a bit? If the goal is much, much higher than the baseline, and the
principal/leader is consistently in the red despite regularly scheduling instructional work, does the goal
need adjustment?
Take a moment to check the First Responders icon to see if the list is there and looks fairly complete,
including the underlining of the names which tells you the email addresses have been entered as well.
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For a TimeTrack you’ve seen before, first assess the big picture on the main screen: Is the team
successfully working in the green, at or above goal, most – or nearly all – of the time?
If not, what are the possible barriers you can see to achieving “in the green” status? Do you see large
blocks of “white space” where nothing is entered? Are days full of management events with few
green instructional ones? Is there a familiar subject to these management events – like discipline?
What does the First Responder list have to offer in that – or any other – management category?
Have you checked the “beginning” and “end” of day choices to verify their accuracy?
What questions can you ask – either for email or for in-person coaching – which might help develop
reflective thinking about barriers to TimeTrack success and positive actions going forward?
Is “tomorrow” often planned in the green, turning red when it becomes “yesterday” and has been
reconciled? Does a TimeTrack have red days, but is only missing green by a few percentage points?
Would increasing the amount of instructional work time scheduled in advance by just a small amount
– another Walkthrough, a Celebration feedback, some instructional Office Work Prep – turn these red
days green?
Coaches are not judges, nor practitioners who tell TimeTrack owners what choices they should make.
Coaches are, however, calm and thoughtful questioners and encouragers with clear expectations that
the TimeTrack owner will work for – and achieve, success as we help them build capacity and
advance on the performance rubric.
Do you see a Daily Meeting scheduled every day?
Reconciling, scheduling and reflective practice – all of these fall away without the daily meeting. It is
a non-negotiable and its absence requires immediate coaching attention.
What else can you look for?
Do you see evidence of follow up scheduling? Where Walkthroughs and Observations or Work With
Students or Modeling/Teaching are scheduled, do you see any feedback sessions scheduled after for
the faculty member(s) involved?
It’s tough to verify evidence of reconciling remotely sometimes, but take notice if the entry boxes
scheduled never seem to change – nothing takes more or less time – nothing is added in or cancelled.
Association of names to appropriate events is critical to accurate data and charts. Do you see evidence
of associations? When a walkthrough event is associated with several names, has the split time box
been checked to be sure that each faculty member is credited with the correct amount of time?
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Take a look at the graphs!
What strikes you? What do you want to ask a question about? Celebrate?
How does the overall time use look? What about monthly progress over baseline?
Do target descriptors show activity on the descriptor breakout?
With whom is the principal/leader spending a lot of time? When you visit, do you want to ask if the
highest time investments are showing good value?

Time Change Coaching Model
NSIP uses a facilitative/instructional coaching model based on the work of Dale Carnegie and Gary
Bloom. The Time Change Coach uses facilitative coaching to help the SAM team move forward on
the performance rubric. Coaches move to instructional coaching when a SAM team member does not
know how to use the SAM tools effectively or is not following through on his/her commitment to do
the SAM process.
Bloom defines facilitative coaching this way:
“Facilitative Coaching strategies aim to build internalized learning: changes not only in what the
coachee does but in the coachee’s way of being in the world including how he/she thinks and feels. It
is the goal of facilitative coaching to build reflective practitioners who have the internal and external
resources to maintain personal and professional growth. The facilitative coach is non-judgmental:
his/her role is to lead the coachee in examining his own assessments rather than to make and share the
coach’s assessment with the coachee.
Basic moves of facilitative coaching:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paraphrase
Ask clarifying questions
Assist coachee in gathering and interpreting data
Use hypothetical and meditational questions
Give feedback
Assist coachee in synthesizing new learning
Assist coachee in articulating plans for new actions”
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Working from the Positive
The Time Change Coach always works from a positive position with the SAM team. This aligns with
the SAM process cornerstone beliefs. Time Change Coaches use Dale Carnegie’s Principles for
Effective Leaders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Begin with praise and honest appreciation
Call attention to peoples mistakes indirectly
Talk about your own mistakes before criticizing the other person
Ask questions instead of giving direct orders
Let the other person save face
Praise the slightest improvement and praise every improvement. Be “hearty in your
approbation and lavish in your praise”
Give the other person a fine reputation to live up to
Use encouragement. Make the fault seem easy to correct
Make the other person happy about doing the thing you suggest.

Time Change Coach Ethics Statement
As a Time Change Coach, I will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

view the work I do with the SAM and principal as professional development;
Insist that the four non-negotiables are followed by the team;
Help the team move forward on the performance rubric;
build capacity of the school team;
Keep confidential my work with the SAM team;
Support the leader’s goal of increasing instructional leadership time;
Conduct myself in a manner that serves the goal of doing what is best for each person;
Build trust in my relationship through open communication, meeting my commitments, and by
operating within areas of competence;
Ensure the school team understands my role;
Respect the confidentiality of this relationship unless authorized by the principal/SAM or
required by law;
Coordinate with and support the goals of the school team while guarding confidentiality and
nurturing collaboration between parties;
Recognize when the potential for a conflict of interest arises and discuss the conflict with the
school team to reach agreement on how to deal with it in whatever way best serves the team and
maintains the integrity of the SAM program.

________________________________
Time Change Coach
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Appendix
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAM/Principal Team Performance Rubric
Instructional Descriptors Organizer
Management and Instructional descriptors, definitions and examples
Seven Elements of a SAM Daily Meeting
Additional TimeTrack Request Form
TimeTrack Charts and Graphs
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SAM/Principal Team Performance Rubric
Revised: 9/25/15

SAM/Principal 3 Key
Elements

Beginning: 1
* Scheduling at/above goal in
advance
* TimeTrack is the primary
planning calendar

TimeTrack

Developing: 2

Accomplished: 3

Exemplary: 4

* Scheduling at/above goal in
advance
* TimeTrack is the primary
planning calendar
* Tracking time with teachers
* Tracking time with groups

* Scheduling at/above goal in
advance
* TimeTrack is the primary
planning calendar
* Tracking time with teachers
* Tracking time with groups

* Scheduling at/above goal in
advance
* TimeTrack is the primary
planning calendar
* Tracking time with teachers
* Tracking time with groups

*Events reconciled

* Events reconciled
* Clear evidence of follow-up
scheduling

* Events reconciled
* Clear evidence of follow-up
scheduling
* Events scheduled aligned with
descriptor goals
*Office staff uses TimeTrack

First
Responders
(FR)

* FR sheet with management
tasks identified
* First Responders identified and
trained

* DM Scheduled
* DM occurs most days in some
form

Daily
Meeting
(DM)

* FR sheet with management
tasks identified
* First Responders identified and
trained
* Office staff training started

* FR sheet with management
tasks identified
* First Responders identified and
trained
* Office staff trained and uses FR

* FR sheet with management
tasks identified
* First Responders identified and
trained
* Office staff trained and uses FR

* Office staff sucessfully protects
principal's time
* DM Scheduled
* DM Scheduled
* DM Scheduled
* DM occurs most days in some * DM occurs every day in some
* DM occurs every day in some
form
form
form
* DM includes scheduling follow- * DM includes scheduling follow- * DM includes scheduling followup
up
up
* DM completed within 30
* DM completed within 20
* DM completed within 20
minutes
minutes
minutes
* Some DM include use of charts * Use of charts and graphs occurs *DM includes use of charts and
and graphs
regularly
graphs
*DM includes reflective questions *DM includes reflective questions
about individual teacher impact about individual teacher impact
*DM includes reflective questions
about group impact
*DM includes update on
management issues other staff
are handling

Instructional Descriptors

Seeing Instruction

Feedback

Groups

Walkthrough

Directive

Planning, Curriculum and
Assessment

Non-Directive

Decision Making Groups
and Meetings

Celebration

Professional
Development

Work With Students
Student Supervision
Observation

Working With Others

Solo

Showing

Office Work, Prep

Teaching and
Modeling

Parents
External Officials
District: Supervisors,
Others

National SAM Innovation Project

INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP
DESCRIPTORS
Student Supervision: principal assists while a
teacher is teaching students.

Work with Student(s): principal teaches
student(s) or engages in conversation about
content

Feedback: Directive: principal gives
direction concerning instructional practice to
an individual teacher. (directive feedback)

Office work/prep: principal is individually
doing work in or out of the office tied to
curriculum, instruction and/or assessment
that is preparatory in nature
Walkthrough: principal is observing
instruction briefly in one or more
classrooms—less than fifteen minutes in any
one room

EXAMPLES

Notes for SAM and Principal

Student Supervision also allows the principal to better
• using proximity to redirect student(s)
understand what is happening in a classroom. It allows
• verbally redirecting a student so he/she
the principal to both observe and assist.
pays attention—engages in the manner
the teacher expects
• provides a pencil for a student, materials,
etc.
Work With Students can also be used to help the principal
• teaching an individual or a group of
to understand what is happening in the classroom. Some
students without a teacher present
SAMs schedule their principal to work with a specific
• talking with an individual or group of
student who is having difficulty as the leader can assist the
students while their teacher is present—
student while seeing how the teacher manages
assisting the teacher by engaging the
instruction.
students in a conversation about content
• correcting or improving student knowledge
or performance
Employee Supervision is instructional practice direction.
• principal tells teacher to put the learning
SAMs sometimes schedule principals for Employee
objective on the board
Supervision sessions when it is not clear to the teacher
• principal tells teacher to move around the
what is expected.
classroom while teaching
• principal tells teacher to include a variety
of strategies in lesson plans
Some SAMs make a point of scheduling instructional office
• principal is reviewing lesson plans
work/prep
time for their principal prior to an employee
• principal is preparing instructional
supervision or feedback session.
feedback, evaluations, etc.
• principal is preparing for an instructionally
focused meeting
Time/Task Analysis data collection, or shadowing, combines
• principal observing, taking data or notes
Observation and Walkthrough as the data collector does
• monitoring climate in instructional places
not know how long the principal will stay in the classroom.
• can be an informal way for a principal to
understand what is happening in a
classroom in order to assist a teacher

Observation: principal is observing
instruction in one classroom for fifteen
minutes or more

Feedback: Non‐Directive: principal is
conversing with an individual teacher about
instruction in a non‐directive manner
Parents/guardians: any interaction the
principal has with parents or guardians about
instructional practice, student achievement,
curriculum and/or assessment
Decision making committees, groups,
meetings: principal participates with formal
or informal
instruction/curriculum/assessment decision
making groups (anytime the principal is
seeking input about decisions that impact
instruction)
District: meetings, supervisor, others: any
time the principal spends with supervisors
and others at a district level

External: officials, others: anyone from
outside the school or district that engages in
the principal with instructional (CIA) issues
Modeling/teaching: principal teaches a class
or group of students while a teacher watches

• principal observing, taking data or notes
• monitoring climate in instructional places
• can be part of a formal evaluation process
with specific time requirements
• can be an informal way for a principal to
understand what is happening in a
classroom in order to assist a teacher
• conversation with the teacher about a
lesson where the principal is non‐directive
• coaching a teacher using a reflective
approach
• conversation with parent or guardian
regarding instruction
• conversation with parent or guardian
concerning a student grade, test or
progress
• instructional discussions (CIA) with a
formal group—like PTA, PLC, site advisory
committee, etc.
• instructional discussions (CIA) with an
informal group—like a group of teachers or
parents in the staff room
• supervisor calls principal to discuss
assessment results
• district science coordinator meets with
principal to discuss implementation of
science modules
• principal works with Kiwanis Club to
develop a mentoring program for students
• principal talks with advocacy group about
assessment results
• principal is teaching the teacher by
modeling an instructional practice or
technique—teacher is present

Time/Task Analysis data collection, or shadowing, combines
Observation and Walkthrough as the data collector does
not know how long the principal will stay in the classroom.

SAMs makes sure that the principal couples walkthrough
and observations with feedback, employee supervision or
celebration.
SAMs sometimes schedule principals to meet with
individual parents about student progress as a way to
increase engagement.

Some SAMs will schedule the principal to meet in focus
group sessions with diverse members of the school
community to discuss instructional issues in order to give
the principal a greater degree of understanding.

Some principals will have multiple teachers attend a
modeling/teaching session.

Professional development: principal
delivers professional development or
participates in a professional development
session

• principal presents on instruction,
curriculum or assessment
• principal attends a session on instruction,
curriculum or assessment

Planning, curriculum, assessment: principal
attends and/or participates in a group
session of teachers and/or others

• principal meets and or participates with a
group focusing on curriculum, instruction
or assessment
• principal gives feedback or employee
supervision to a group
• principal congratulates a teacher on
improvement or performance
• principal congratulates a student for
academic progress or success
• principal congratulates parent success in
engaging child/student
• principal congratulates support staff
and/or others for CIA success

Feedback: Celebration: principal gives
celebratory feedback to an individual about
curriculum, instruction or assessment

Many SAMs encourage their principal to attend teacher
professional development sessions and then schedule the
principal for focused walkthroughs and feedback sessions
to support teacher success.

Many SAMs will ask a principal to identify at least one
person he/she was impressed with after a walkthrough.
The SAM then schedules the principal for a Celebration
meeting with the person identified.

MANAGEMENT DESCRIPTORS

Student Supervision: principal assists in
monitoring and guiding students for safety
and rule observance
Student Discipline: principal engages
students about behavior problems or
transgressions—includes consequences

Employee Supervision: principal gives
direction concerning a non‐instructional
issue—also includes conversations with staff
about non‐school issues

Employee Discipline: principal give an oral
or written warning or takes other punitive
action
Office work/prep: principal is individually
doing any work in or out of the office not
tied to instruction and/or assessment that is
preparatory in nature

EXAMPLES

• hallway monitoring
• recess, bus and cafeteria duty
• discussions with students about behavior
without consequence
• principal dealing with student discipline
referrals
• giving a student a consequence for
misbehavior
• correcting student behavior and applying
or implying a consequence
• principal tells secretary to call a parent
• principal tells an aide to make copies for a
meeting
• principal tells a recess duty aide to make
sure students are wearing their coats
outside
• principal talks about a sports team with a
staff member
• principal gives a custodian an oral warning
about a cleaning procedure
• principal gives an aide a written reprimand
about student supervision
• principal is reviewing recess duty
assignments
• principal is completing payroll forms
• principal is preparing the lunch schedule

Notes for SAM and Principal

Student Supervision also allows the principal to get to
know students.

As the principal increases instructional time, some SAMs
make a point to schedule a daily office briefing session with
the principal so he/she is current and the support staff in
doing management work the way the principal desires

Building Management: work the principal
does related to custodial and maintenance in
the school
Parents/Guardians: any interaction the
principal has with an parent or guardian
devoid of CIA
Decisions making committees, meetings:
principal participates with formal or informal
decision making groups about anything that
is not curriculum, instruction or assessment
District: meetings, supervisor, others: any
time the principal spends with supervisors
and others at a district level about
management, non‐CIA issues
External: officials, others: anyone from
outside the school or district that engages in
the principal about management issues, non‐
instructional
Celebration: principal gives celebratory
feedback to an individual about personal,
management or non‐instructional issues

**General Management:

• principal directing custodian on a cleaning
issue
• principal consults with maintenance
person about painting a room
• principal talking with parent about bus
issue
• principal working with parents on
playground project
• conversation with teacher advisory group
about the lunch schedule
• meeting with PTA Fall Festival planning
group
• informal focus group on dress policy
• supervisor calls principal to discuss
vandalism report
• district buildings and grounds director calls
to schedule fire alarm upgrade
• principal works with Kiwanis Club to
develop a new playground
• principal talks with fire marshal about
sprinkler system
• principal congratulates a teacher on wife’s
promotion at IBM
• principal congratulates a student for
scoring a touchdown
• principal congratulates parent
• completing payroll forms
• dealing with a student’s behavior issue
• working on the budget

Many SAMs will remind the principal of important life
events for staff members so he/she can be supportive and
build better relationships.

TimeTrack is designed for the SAM and principal to focus
on increasing instructional time. Many SAMs use the
General Management descriptor as a time saver rather
that identifying the specific management work.

**When using TimeTrack, if you do not select a specific management descriptor, it will be coded as “General Management

SAM Daily Meeting: Seven Elements
1. Celebrate your wins
2. Ask about each event from the prior day:
Did you do it?
How much was instruction?
What follow-up would you like?
3. Did you do any other instructional work that we did not discuss?
If so, what follow-up would you like?
4. Ask one question from the graphing portal. For example: “This shows
the time you’ve spent with science teacher Fran Stevens. Do you see
improvement in her practice?”
5. Share any management issues First Responders have expressed.
6. Ask: “What else can I do for you?”
7. Celebrate: “We will be in the green and above the line tomorrow!”
After the meeting:
1. Contact teachers and others the leader wished to schedule time with
using the TimeTrack email request feature.
2. Schedule so the leader is in the green for the next day.
3. Consider printing copies of the schedule for the next
day for the leader and others.

Additional TimeTrack Request Form
Are there other members of your staff who work with teachers and others to improve instructional practice in your
school? They may be eligible to have a TimeTrack of their own.
To qualify for a complementary TimeTrack, the following conditions must be met:
1) The SAM team must be working at or above Level 3 on the performance rubric.
2) The person to receive a complementary TimeTrack must be someone who works in the same school
and reports to the principal who is already doing the SAM process,
3) The complementary TImeTrack user must be given access to the TimeTrack of the school leader who
is already doing SAMs.
4) The Time Change Coach or Specialist must review and agree to the plan to train the person who will
receive a complimentary TimeTrack.
Please complete this form and submit via email to: jim@samsconnect.com or fax: 877 266-2813 Be sure to copy
your Time Change Coach, too.
Please note: Lack of use of the new TimeTrack may result in removal.

School: ____________________________ Administrator Name: ________________________
Name of New TimeTrack Owner: __________________________________________________
Role/Title: ___________________________Email Address: ____________________________
Cell Number: _______________________
Who will train the new TimeTrack owner? ______________________
When? (needs to be two hours or more) _____________________________________
The SAM team must either meet with the complementary TimeTrack user weekly or train someone on staff to
serve as the SAM for the complementary TimeTrack user.
The SAM team will meet with the complementary TimeTrack user each week. YES NO

We’ve identified and trained a person to meet with the complimentary TimeTrack user.
Name of person____________________ Email________________________________
Signatures
_______________________________
School Principal or District Leader
______________________________
Specialist/Coach

_______________________________
New TimeTrack owner

Better Principals. Better with SAMs.

TimeTrack
Graphs & Charts

TimeTrack has a single point of entry for graphs and charts.
Click the graph icon and explore.

The printer icon allows you to print any calendar. You can elect
to hide the details if you would like to share your schedule with
others without disclosing what/who/why.

©2014 NSIP

The graph icon is live and shows the principal’s monthly record.
Place your cursor anywhere on the icon and the instructional
time for each month will appear.

The first step in the SAM process is being In the Green and
Above the Line. This shows that the team has increased
instructional time and focus improving teaching practice and
student learning and is above their time baseline. Calendar
items in green are instructional. The tab at the bottom of each
day show if the principal is in the green.

Leaving the cursor in one place will
cause a label to appear, giving you
more information.

Clicking anywhere on the Dashboard
will take you to graphs that further
explore your time.

You can return to the calendar page
at any time by clicking Return to
Calendar, upper right hand corner of
all graphs and charts.

The chart above shows time spent, in descending order, with
every teacher in the school. The chart below shows time spent,
in descending order, with groups of teachers. Clicking on any bar
shows time spent with the individual or group broken out into
fourteen instructional leadership descriptors. Clicking again shows
the frequency of the principal’s interactions with the teacher.

This graph displays the principal’s
total time spent broken out by
fourteen instructional descriptors.
Clicking on any bar will take you to
a greater level of detail including
frequency and the teacher(s)
the principal spent time with by
descriptor.

Clicking on the blue Expand buttons, left corner
of each smaller graph, opens the four additional
graphs you see on these pages.

The tabs on the bottom left of the Dashboard
take you to a charts and graphs showing time
use and a year to year comparison of time use.
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All four graphs came from clicking
the Dashboard’s Instructional Time
Spent with teacher Barbara Antilles.

This graph shows the time the
principal has spent with teacher
Barbara Antilles broken out by the
fourteen instructional descriptors.
The inset pie graph compares the
principal’s total observation time
with time spent in feedback with
the teacher.

The graphs above and below show the time the principal has spent with teacher
Barbara Antilles. The bar graphs show the time spent by instructional descriptor. The
inset pie graph, above, compares the time spent in the three kinds of feedback. The
inset pie graph, below, compares the time spent in the four kinds of observation.

Clicking Frequency on the graph
above breaks out the time the
principal spent with teacher Barbara
Antilles by month. This creates the
graph, to the right, showing the time
the principal spent with the teacher
by month and descriptor.
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SAM teams meet each day to review/reconcile calendar events for the last day and schedule follow-up activities. The team uses
TimeTrack Graphs and Charts to get the principal to reflect about his/her impact on teacher practice.
For example:
Are you pleased with the time you spent with Barbara Antilles? What positive changes do you see in her practice? Would she agree?
What haven’t you done with Barbara that you think would help?
Is your interaction with Barbara frequent enough to support the changes you are seeking?
Would Barbara benefit from watching you model/teach?
You’ve invested the most time with Barbara in Decision Making Meetings—like a PLC or department/grade level meeting. Why? How has
this time helped her improve her practice?
Did the nine hours of professional development time you spent with Barbara help? Can you see a change of practice tied to this time spent?

You can return to the Dashboard by
clicking the tab at the top labeled
Dashboard.

Chart shows a numeric display of
your instructional and management
time and graphs showing a breakout
by month. You can click on any of
the graphs to show more detail…and
keep clicking for more information.

The tabs at the bottom left of the Dashboard take you to two
additional displays that include a mix of charts and graphs from
TimeTrack and Time/Task Analysis. TimeTrack is the principal’s
running record of time use. Time/Task data is collected
annually by a trained data collector. The SAM team uses the
initial Time/Task data to set TimeTrack goals. Each following
year the SAM team revises its goals after comparing TimeTrack
data with Time/Task.
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Annual compares TimeTrack with
Time/Task Analysis, shadowing, data
in numeric and graph form. You can
click on any of the graphs to show
more detail… and keep clicking for
more information.
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The Target graph, left, displays a comparison between the three instructional
areas the principal elected to target for increased time. These are the three
areas of work the SAM team believe will have the greatest likelihood to improve
teacher practice. The principal’s time spent on these three target descriptors is
compared with the Time/Task shadowing data. Target Descriptors are usually
set by the SAM team each year after they review their Time/Task (shadowing)
data. They can be changed/set at any time. Go to the Settings menu, upper
right, calendar page, click on GENERAL OPTIONS. Use the drop down menus
and then click SAVE.

The bar graph below shows all of the principal’s instructional
time for the school year broken out by the fourteen instructional
descriptors. Clicking on any bar will show when the principal did
this instructional work and with which teachers. The inset pie
graph compares the principal’s time investment in the four kinds
of observation with the three kinds of feedback.

Clicking on the Target link opens the
bar graph at the top of the page.
The three Target Descriptors are
shown when entering any calendar
event. The descriptors appear in
RED if the amount of time spent in
this area is LESS than the Time/Task
or shadowing data. The descriptor
appears in GREEN if the amount of
time spent in this area is greater
than the Time/Task or most recently
collected annual “shadowing” data.
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Clicking Show Options gives the
user the ability to select different
date ranges. The user can also set
a “custom date range” by entering
specific dates. For example: January
15 to April 1.

Clicking on any bar will show a
breakout of time with the specified
individual by the principal and/
or assistant principal. Some SAM
schools have up to ten leaders
tracking their instructional time. The
system allows the merging of data so
the leadership team can analyze how
to best meet teacher needs.

The Options menu allows the user
to display data in different ways. The
user can organize the time spent with
teachers, for example, by amount of
time or the name of the teacher. The
user can show/compare time spent
with all teachers or in a compact or
roomy fashion. The user can show
time spent with each teacher in
descending order or alphabetical by
teacher name.

The Options menu gives the user
the ability to select time spent with
specific individuals or groups by
specific categories and descriptors
for any time period.

The Options menu allows the user to “merge” data with
other TimeTrack calendars in the same school. The graph
above shows the principal’s time with each teacher for the
entire school year in RED and the time spent by the assistant
principal in BLUE. The graph below shows a shorter date
range, the last three months, with the principal’s time still in
RED and the assistant principal’s time still in BLUE.

When the user clicks the Dashboard
Tab the options are automatically
reset to the school year view.

Click Apply to implement your
option choices.
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On any desktop or laptop computer you can move
the cursor over any graph feature and a label will
appear. You can also click on the graph feature to
expand and provide more information.
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Tablets and smartphones do not use a cursor.
Instead, the user clicks to expand a graph feature
and selects Hover Mode to activate labels. In
Hover Mode, when the user taps a graph feature
the label will appear. The user exits Hover Mode to
expand a graph feature by tapping.

